Complete turnkey MS MDF fast color change powder coating systems are utilized around the world by coaters of high density wood products used in a variety of applications. With over ten years of MDF coatings experience, MS now offers customized equipment solutions for coating, conveying and curing of MDF products, all from a single source.

MDF powder systems are customized to suit individual production needs. Whether small production or mass production is determined, a purpose built conveyor system of either enclosed track mono-rail or power and free configuration is utilized for product movement through-out the system. Conveyor paths are developed around actual coatings needs and configured to suit individual site requirements.

At the heart of the system is the FCC fast color change powder booth. The booth is specifically configured for MDF powder coating applications. Automatic color changes can be performed in as little as 6-minutes.

Typical installations feature MS designed gas catalytic infrared powder ovens. with automated controls.

A Siemens SPS PLC control with convenient touch screen technology encompassing product recognition is used to monitor and process all system operations. These functions include conveyor and oven settings in addition to booth application parameters, thereby ensuring consistent coating results and appearance of finished product.
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Sales and Service through our Global Network of Distributors

Carlisle Fluid Technologies Locations
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